Following the critical and popular success of Woman World—the hit Instagram comic which appeared on 25 best of lists—Aminder Dhaliwal returns with Cyclopedia Exotica. Also serialized on Instagram to her 250,000 followers, this graphic novel showcases Dhaliwal's quick wit and astute socio-cultural criticism.

In Cyclopedia Exotica, doctor's office waiting rooms, commercials, dog parks, and dating app screenshots capture the experiences and interior lives of the cyclops community; a largely immigrant population displaying physical differences from the majority. Whether they’re artists, parents, or yoga students, the cyclops have it tough: they face microaggressions and overt xenophobia on a daily basis. However, they are bent on finding love, cultivating community, and navigating life alongside the two-eyed majority with patience and the occasional bout of rage.

Through this parallel universe, Dhaliwal comments on race, difference, beauty, and belonging, touching on all of these issues with her distinctive deadpan humour steeped in millennial references. Cyclopedia Exotica is a triumph of hilarious candor.

PRAISE FOR AMINDER DHALIWAL

"Hilarious, silly, and surprisingly deep all at the same time."—Wired, Best Comics of 2018

"Quietly hysterical...Dhaliwal manages to both critique society and deliver a lot of laughs."—Boston Globe

"Sly and quietly devastating."—NPR, Best Books of 2018

"One of the most remarkable, funny, compassionate, acerbic, hilarious comics."—BoingBoing

A comic about dating, the art world, and being a cyclops, from the creator of the wildly popular Woman World.
I was a shy kid. Insecure, I guess.

I was one of the first to sign up.

When Unifeye® came out with their eye surgery, I was pretty excited.

The surgery went perfectly, I was so excited to finally live my life.

I was dating!

Travelling - life was good.

There were 3 other cases of eye decay before mine started to go.

So it wasn’t a complete surprise...

...there’s some cosmic irony for you.

So anyway I’m calling about the rebate on your eyepatches.
Aminder Dhaliwal grew up in Brampton, Ontario and received a Bachelors of Animation from Sheridan College. She has worked as Director at Disney TV Animation, Storyboard Director at Cartoon Network, and Storyboard Director on the Nickelodeon show Sanjay and Craig. Her first book with D+Q, Woman World, was serialized on Instagram beginning in March 2017 and garnered over 250,000 followers. Woman World appeared on 25 best-of-the-year lists, was nominated for the Eisner, Ignatz, Harvey, Ringo, and Doug Wright Award, and was named a YALSA Great Graphic Novel for Teens. It has been optioned for television by Felicia Day. Dhaliwal lives in Los Angeles.
In *Billionaires*, Darryl Cunningham offers an illuminating analysis of the origins and ideological evolutions of four key players in the American private sector—Amazon founder and CEO Jeff Bezos, media mogul Rupert Murdoch, and oil and gas tycoons Charles and David Koch. What emerges is a vital critique of American capitalism and the power these individuals have to assert a corrupting influence on policy-making, political campaigns, and society writ large.

Cunningham focuses on a central question: Can the world afford to have a tiny global elite squander resources and hold unprecedented political influence over the rest of us? The answer is detailed through hearty research, common sense reasoning, and astute comedic timing. *Billionaires* reveals how the fetishized free market operates in direct opposition with the health of our planet and needs of the most vulnerable—how Murdoch’s media mergers facilitated his war-mongering, how Amazon’s litigiousness and predatory acquisitions made them “The Everything Store,” and how the Koch’s father’s refineries literally fueled Nazi Germany.

In criticizing the uncontrolled reach of power by Rupert Murdoch (in fueling the far right), the Koch Brothers (in advocating for climate change denial), and Jeff Bezos (in creating unsafe working conditions), Cunningham speaks truth to power. *Billionaires* ends by suggesting alternatives for a safer and more just society.

**PRAISE FOR DARRYL CUNNINGHAM**

“It can take other authors whole books to say what Darryl can say in a single illustration.”—Jon Ronson, *The Psychopath Test*

“Tremendously well researched...I’m always in awe of the amount of information that Darryl manages to pack in to every one of his comic books.”—Robin Ince, BBC’s *The Infinite Monkey Cage*
Bezos then used what he called “the regret-minimization framework” in order to decide whether to leave D.E. Shaw.

When you are in the thick of things you can get confused by small stuff.

I knew when I was 30 that I would never, for example, think about why I walked away from my 1994 Wall Street bonus right in the middle of the year at the worst possible time.

In Amazon’s first weeks, a bell would ring each time someone made an order.

We got one.

DING!

Who is it?

We don’t know.

Within a month of the launch, the bell was ringing so often it had to be turned off.

Arrgh!! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding! Ding!

Back then, when a customer bought a book, Amazon would order it from the distributor and it would arrive at their office in a few days.

I ordered a book off Amazon.

Customer

Then it would be stored in the basement until it could be shipped off to the customer.

I’m waiting for it to arrive.

Most books would take a week to deliver. Rare items might take more than a month.

I’m still waiting.

That kind of thing just isn’t something you worry about when you’re 80 years old. At the same time, I knew that I might sincerely regret not having participated in this thing called the Internet that I thought was going to be a revolutionary event.

When I thought about it that way, it was incredibly easy to make the decision.
Darryl Cunningham is the cartoonist of five non-fiction books, including *Supercrash: How to Hijack the Global Economy*, and *Billionaires*. His comics explore subjects as diverse as mental health, science, economics, and politics. Cunningham has given talks at the London School of Economics and the City of Arts and Lights, Valencia. In 2015 he was one of 30 world-renowned photographers, painters, sculptors, writers, filmmakers and musicians who were invited to contribute to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s Art of Saving a Life project, to promote vaccination in the developing world. In 2018 he was awarded an Honorary Degree of Master of Arts from Leeds Arts University. Cunningham lives in the United Kingdom.
In the past ten years, Michael DeForge has released eleven books. While his style and approach have evolved, he has never wavered from taut character studies and incisive social commentary with a focus on humor. He has deeply probed subjects like identity, gentrification, fame, and sexual desire.

In "No Hell," an angel’s tour of the five tiers of heaven reveals her obsession with a haunting infidelity. In "Raising," a couple uses an app to see what their unborn child would look like. Of course, what begins as a simple face-melding experiment becomes a nightmare of too-much-information where the young couple is forced to confront their terrible choices. "Recommended for You" is an anxious retelling of our narrator’s favorite TV show—a Purge-like societal collapse drama—as a reflection of our desire for meaning in pop culture. Each of these stories shows the inner turmoil of an ordinary person coming to grips with a world vastly different than their initial perception of it. The humor is searing and the emotional weight lingers long after the story ends.

Heaven No Hell collects DeForge’s best work yet. His ability to dig into a subject and break it down with beautiful drawings and sharp writing makes him one of the finest short story writers of the past decade, in comics or beyond. Heaven No Hell is always funny, sometimes sad, and continuously innovative in its deconstruction of society.

PRAISE FOR MICHAEL DEFORGE
"One of the comic-book industry’s most exciting, unpredictable talents."—NPR

"Another DeForge classic—tender, depressing, and overflowing with his mind-melting, uber-satisfying surrealist style."—Interview Magazine
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FULL TITLE LIST
There's no hell, there's a heaven, but hell isn't actually a thing.

So if that was something you were worried about, you can put that out of your mind. That's not a pressure you should feel. Congratulations, you're not going to hell. Live your life, enjoy yourself.

And frankly, that sort of punitive stuff -- that was never really our thing to begin with. We aren't sure why you assumed otherwise.

Outer space is heaven. Basically, heaven is all the stuff past your ozone layer. Heaven has five tiers.

The first three tiers are bronze, silver and gold. The vast majority of people who die end up in those three.

Bronze tier is just empty space. You float through space forever. Sometimes you'll bump into someone else, but it's rare. Just cause space is so huge.

But it's fine, because we take away your ability to feel boredom. You're cool with it.

You get to sit with your thoughts for all of eternity. Trust me, it's nice.

Anyone who dies under the age of seventeen ends up in bronze tier by default. Because any decisions you make before the age of seventeen don't actually count for anything.

We think that before seventeen, you're too young to have a firm sense of the world, or grasp of right and wrong. Those years are basically a gimme.

Obviously we still encourage you to try to make moral decisions during that time span. It's a good habit to get into, since you might live past seventeen. We just won't dock you any points.

Everyone in silver tier gets to fuck Nora's husband.
Michael DeForge is a cartoonist, illustrator, and community organizer in Toronto, Ontario.
Shigeru Mizuki—Japan’s grand master of yokai comics—adapts one of the most important works of supernatural literature into comic book form. The cultural equivalent of Brothers Grimm’s fairy tales, *Tono Monogatari* is a defining text of Japanese folklore and one of the country’s most important works of literature. This graphic novel was created during the later stage of Mizuki’s career, after he had retired from the daily grind of commercial comics to create personal, lasting works of art.

Originally written in 1910 by folklorists and field researchers Kunio Yanagita and Kizen Sasaki, *Tono Monogatari* celebrates and archives legends from the Tono region. These stories were recorded as Japan’s rapid modernization led to the disappearance of traditional culture. This adaptation mingles the original text with autobiography: Mizuki attempts to retrace Yanagita and Sasaki’s path, but finds his old body is not quite up to the challenge of following in their footsteps.

As Mizuki wanders through Tono he retells some of the most famous legends, manifesting a host of monsters, dragons, and foxes. In the finale, Mizuki meets Yanagita himself and the two sit down to discuss their works.

Translated with additional essays by Mizuki scholar and English-language translator Zack Davisson, *Tono Monogatari* displays Mizuki at his finest, exploring the world he most cherished.

**PRAISE FOR SHIGERU MIZUKI**

“Shigeru Mizuki resurrected Japan’s folk creatures as pop culture for the masses.” —Matt Alt, *The New Yorker*

“Shigeru Mizuki’s excellent little spooky comics [are] humorous, satirical, and folkloric, populated with countless Japanese ghosts and fairies.” —Satoshi Kitamura, *The Guardian*
Mit, Hayachi, Mit, Rokuroshi, and Mit, Usagari are called the three mountains of Tono. Three young goddesses took up residence in these mountains. The women of Tono are warned not to wander there for fear of arousing their divine jealousies.

Kahre is a man of Wando, in Tachinuma village. When he was young, he used to hunt in these mountains....

It’s said deep inside live mountain folk called Yamabito.

BLAM

Is someone there?

SHH

SHH

SHH

Not bad brought ‘er down with one shot.

AAH
Shigeru Mizuki (1922-2015) was one of Japan’s most respected artists and a forefather of manga. He invented the yokai genre with *Gegege no Kitaro* and founded the gekiga—dramatic manga—movement with autobiographical wartime accounts such as *Onward Towards Our Noble Deaths*. He received the Kodansha Manga Award, Eisner Award, and the Angoulême Award, as well as the Shiju Hosho Medal of Honor and the Order of the Rising Sun.

Shigeru Mizuki was a specialist in stories of yokai. He was a member of the Japanese Society of Cultural Anthropology, and traveled to over sixty countries around the world to engage in fieldwork on the spirits of different cultures. He has been published in Japan, South Korea, France, Spain, Taiwan, and Italy.
Yoshiharu Tsuge leaves early genre trap-pings behind, taking a light, humorous approach in these stories based on his own travels. Red Flowers ranges from deep character studies to personal reflections to ensemble comedies set in the hotels and bathhouses of rural Japan. There are irascible old men, drunken gangsters, reflective psychiatric-hospital escapees, and mysterious dogs. Tsuge’s stories are mischievous and tender even as they explore complex relationships and heartache. It’s a world of extreme poverty, tradition, secret fishing holes, and top-dollar koi farming. The title story, “Red Flowers,” highlights the nuance and empathy that made Tsuge’s work stand out from that of his peers. A nameless traveler comes across a young girl running an inn. While showing the traveler where the best fishing hole is, a bratty schoolmate reveals the girl must run the business because her alcoholic father is incapable. At the story’s end, the traveler witnesses an unusual act of kindness from the boy as the girl suffers her first menstrual cramps — and a simple travelogue takes on unexpected depth. Red Flowers affirms why Tsuge went on to become one of the most important cartoonists in Japan. These vital comics inspired a wealth of fictionalized memoir from his peers and a desire within the postwar generation to document and understand the diversity of their country’s culture.

The influential cartoonist hits his stride as he celebrates the charms and oddities of rural postwar culture.

Yoshiharu Tsuge

Red Flowers

The Guardian
“Fascinating...one of Japan’s most celebrated and reclusive artists.”

Kirkus
“Tsuge’s raw and profound work is equal parts pathos and poetry, streaked with irony and ribaldry.”

Publishers Weekly
“Exemplary...an elucidating glimpse into modern manga’s origins” — Publishers Weekly
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"If you're really in that much pain...
Okay..."

"Gimme my change. That man gave it to me. I'll split this 20 yen with you."

"Shyko! Shyko! Kruch! How 'bout we hear down the mountain?
I can talk to my pop about what's wrong with you.
Why don't you close up?"

"Hrmph! Day. Shyko! Kruch! How 'bout we hear down the mountain? I can talk to my pop about what's wrong with you. Why don't you close up?"

"Shyko! Kruch! How 'bout we hear down the mountain? I can talk to my pop about what's wrong with you. Why don't you close up?"

"I don't..."

"Why aren't you saying anything?"

"Spucks if I understand."
Yoshiharu Tsuge was born in Tokyo, Japan in 1937. Influenced by the realistic and gritty rental manga of Yoshihiro Tatsumi, he began making his own comics. He was also briefly recruited to assist Shigeru Mizuki in the 1960s. In 1968, working for Garo magazine, Tsuge published the groundbreaking story “Neji-shiki” (commonly called “Screw Style” by Western readers), which established Tsuge as an influential mangaka and a cultural touchstone in the changing Japanese art world. He is considered the originator and greatest practitioner of the “I-novel” method of comics-making. In 2005, Tsuge was nominated for the Best Album Award at Angoulême International and in 2017 he won the Japan Cartoonists Association Grand Award for *Yume to tabi no sekai*.